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Optimal interactions of light with magnetic and electric resonant particles
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This work studies the limits of far and near-field electromagnetic response of sub-wavelength
scatterers, like the unitary limit of lossless scatterers and the ideal absorption limit of lossy particles.
These limit behaviors are described in terms of analytic formulas that approximate finite size effects
while rigorously including radiative corrections. This analysis predicts the electric and/or magnetic
limit responses of both metallic and dielectric nanoparticles while quantitatively describing near-
field enhancements.
doi:10.1103/PhysRevB.00.005400

I. INTRODUCTION

Photonic resonances in subwavelength dielectric or
metallic scatterers have generated keen interest on ac-
count of their ability to induce strong light-matter inter-
actions near subwavelength particles [ 1–4]. Optimizing
the resonant interaction between light and such particles
appears to be of fundamental importance to improve the
efficiency of light scattering and increase the near field
enhancements [ 5–7]. Light-particle interactions are usu-
ally quantified by calculating the absorption and scat-
tering cross sections [ 8–10]. The question addressed in
this work is how to reach their theoretical limits in order
to maximize light scattering or absorption by metallic or
dielectric photonic resonators, and how to quantify the
accompanying near-field enhancements.

The T -matrix formalism[11] has long proven quite use-
ful in describing light scattering by particles since it pro-
vides a complete scattering solution in a relatively intu-
itive manner. However, recent literature in optics has
emphasized that alternate scattering formulations, like
the S and K matrices, provide useful complementary
descriptions of light-matter interactions that shed addi-
tional light on conservation laws and limit behaviors.[
12,13]

In this work, we use these alternative formulations to
derive approximate formulas which can describe the res-
onant and off-resonant responses of small spheres of any
size and composition. Although the studied optical re-
sponse limits also apply to particles of arbitrary shape,
spherical symmetry is ideal for analytically defining the
limit behaviors. More precisely, we use the Laurent ex-
pansion of the inverse K-matrix, and we obtain highly
accurate energy-conserving approximations to the elec-
tromagnetic response of small particles.

These accurate approximations are used to define the
unitary limit (UL) and ideal absorption (IA) conditions.
The limits are first investigated in the case of plasmonic
nanoparticles, but particular interest is then devoted to
the magnetic modes hosted by dielectric particles. Mag-
netic modes are very promising to enhance light matter
interaction and we derive the analytic formulas of di-
electric permittivities that optimize light matter interac-

tion via magnetic mode excitation[ 14–20]. We also give
formulas that can accurately predict near-field enhance-
ments around the particles.

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC RESPONSE OF
SUBWAVELENGTH SIZED PARTICLES

Let us consider a scatterer characterized by a permit-
tivity εs and permeability µs, placed in a background
medium of permittivity εb, and permeability µb (index
Nb =

√
εb
√
µb). The scattering by a homogeneous spher-

ically symmetric scatterer is completely characterized
by its multipolar Mie coefficients which are opposite in
sign to the T -matrix coefficients detailed in Appendix A,

an = −T (e)
n and bn = −T (h)

n [where superscripts (e) and
(h) designate electric and magnetic modes respectively].

Although T matrices contain all the scattering infor-
mation, it proves convenient to transform them into other
forms like S matrices and reaction matrices, K. A brief
review of the essential theory behind these transforma-
tions is given in Appendix A, but in this work we exploit
the following relationship between the T and the K ma-
trices (see also ref.[ 13]):

K = iT (I + T )−1 ⇔ T−1 = iK−1 − I . (1)

The relations of Eq.(1) allow the following expressions
for the Mie coefficients:

a−1n = −i(K(e)
n )−1 + 1 , (2a)

b−1n = −i(K(h)
n )−1 + 1 . (2b)

There is a distinct advantage in writing the Mie coeffi-
cients in this manner since, as shown in Appendix A, the
reaction matrix elements, Kn = − tan δn, must be real
valued for lossless scatterers with no intrinsic loss (the
scattering phase shifts, δn, are also real valued for loss-
less scatterers as discussed in Appendix A and in Ref.[
8] chap. 10). A direct consequence of Eqs.(2) is that
any real-valued approximation to Kn in Eq.(4) will pre-
serve the energy conservation relations for the Mie co-
efficients of lossless scatterers (i.e., Re{an} = |an|2 and
Re{bn} = |bn|2 for lossless scatterers).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevB.00.005400
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The relations of Eq.(2) are a multipole generalization
of the well known energy conserving representation of
the electric dipole polarizability, αe, where αe embod-
ies the linear relationship between the excitation field
and the object’s induced electric dipole moment, p =
ε0εbαeEexc. Energy conserving approximations to the
frequency-dependent polarizability, αe, have long been
known to take the form [ 12,21]

α−1e = α−1n.r. − i
k3

6π
, (3)

where k = 2π/λ is the in-medium wavenumber.

The term αn.r. in Eq.(3) is the “non-radiative” polar-
izability, often approximated by its electrostatic value
even though finite-size corrections have repeatedly been
proposed.[ 12,13,21–24] Recalling the relation between
the dimensionless Mie coefficients and the polarizabil-
ity[ 25], αe = i 6πk3 a1, and defining the “non-radiative”
polarizability in terms of the reaction matrix as αn.r. ≡
−6πK

(e)
1 /k3, Eq.(3) becomes synonymous with the elec-

tric dipole case of Eq.(2) up to an overall multiplicative
factor.

The Laurent series development of the inverse reaction
matrix elements, Kn, in powers of x = kR is given in
Appendix B. Restricting our attention to the dipole term,
n = 1, εs = εs/εb, and µs = 1 for small scatterers yields

[K
(e)
1 ]−1 = − 3(εs + 2)

2(kR)3(εs − 1)

(
1− 3(kR)2(εs − 2)

5(εs + 2)

−3(kR)4(ε2s − 24εs + 16)

350(εs + 2)

)
, (4a)

[K
(h)
1 ]−1 = − 45

(kR)5(εs − 1)

(
1− (kR)2(2εs − 5)

21

− (kR)4(ε2s + 100εs − 125)

2205

)
. (4b)

The fourth order, x4-sized corrections, of Eqs.(4), will
usually suffice, but the order-x6-sized corrections in
parenthesis are given in Appendix B .

Long wavelength approximations of the electric mode
Mie coefficients, like that found by inserting Eq.(4a) into
Eq.(2a), have already been shown to accurately describe
the electric response of small metallic spheres[ 13,26] as
illustrated in Fig.1 where we compare exact and approx-
imate a1 coefficients of a R = 60-nm-radius gold sphere[
27] .

It is much less appreciated, however, that the analo-
gous procedure for magnetic modes of inserting Eq.(4b)
into Eq.(2b) produces good approximations to magnetic
dipole resonances in high index dielectric spheres. The
results displayed in Fig.2 illustrate the accuracy of this
method to describe the magnetic dipole coefficient of a
R = 80 nm, ε = 16 dielectric sphere (despite the fact
that the quasi-static magnetic polarizability is 0 due to
the absence of permeability contrasts).

FIG. 1: Approximate values for the electric dipole Mie
coefficient, a1, (amplitude and phase - dashed blue), com-
pared with the exact values (solid black) ; R = 60-nm
gold sphere.

FIG. 2: Approximate values for the magnetic dipole Mie
coefficient, b1, (amplitude and phase - dashed blue), com-
pared with the exact values (solid black) ; R = 80nm,
ε = 16.

III. OPTIMAL LIGHT-PARTICLE
INTERACTIONS

A. Limit response conditions

The total cross sections of an arbitrary spherically
symmetric scatterer are the sum of the contributions from
all the multipolar modes,

σ =

∞∑
n=1

{
σ(e)
n + σ(h)

n ,
}

(5)

where σ can be either the scattering, (σs), the extinction
(σe), or the absorption (σa), cross section and the nth
multipolar-mode contributions are, respectively denoted

σ
(q)
n,s, σ

(q)
n,e, and σ

(q)
n,a, with (q) = (e) or (h) for (electric or

magnetic modes) .
Expressing the modal contributions to the cross sec-

tions in terms of the S matrix is particularly convenient
for determining optical response limits:[ 12],

σ(q)
n,e =

(2n+ 1)λ2

4π
Re
{

1− S(q)
n

}
,

σ(q)
n,s =

(2n+ 1)λ2

8π

∣∣∣1− S(q)
n

∣∣∣2 ,

σ(q)
n,a =

(2n+ 1)λ2

8π

(
1−

∣∣∣S(q)
n

∣∣∣2) ,

(6)

where λ = λ0/Nb is the in-medium wavelength and we

recall that |S(q)
1 | ≤ 1 for passive media (|S(q)

1 | = 1 for
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lossless media). The (2n + 1) factor in Eq.(6) results
from the 2n + 1 degeneracy of the projection quantum
numbers for each angular momentum number, n.

We henceforth adopt the usual definition for the UL
as occurring whenever the contribution to the scatter-
ing cross section of at least one mode reaches its upper
bound, while IA analogously occurs whenever the contri-
bution to the absorption cross section of one mode attains
its upper bound.[12,28,29 ]. Therefore, Eqs.(6) show that
the UL and IA conditions (of a given mode at a given
wavelength) can be expressed in terms of the S-matrix
coefficients as

S
(q)
n,UL = −1 , S

(q)
n,IA = 0 . (7)

The cross section bounds associated with the UL and IA
in an nth order mode are respectively:

σ(q)
n,s = σ(q)

n,e =
(2n+ 1)λ2

2π
and σ(q)

n,a = σ(q)
n,s =

(2n+ 1)λ2

8π
(8)

The UL and IA conditions in terms of the reaction
matrix coefficients Kn are readily found by, respectively,
inserting the conditions of Eq.(7) into Eq.(A11) Cayley
transform relations:

[K
(q)
n,UL]−1 = 0 , [K

(q)
n,IA]−1 = i . (9)

In Fig.3, we compare the exact solutions of the UL of
Eq.(9) in terms of permittivity as a function of the par-
ticle size parameter, kR, with the algebraically obtained
predictions employing the approximations of Eq.(4). One
remarks that the UL permittivities are real valued as re-
quired by unitarity and inspection of Eq.(6).

Approximate predictions of IA can likewise be obtained
by solving the IA condition in Eq.(9) with the approxi-

mate expression of K
(q)
1 given in Eq.(4). These are com-

pared with exact calculations in Fig.4. Approximate ex-
pressions are even more useful here since exact IA solu-
tions require solving a complex transcendental equation.

One remarks that the approximate predictions for both
the UL and IA in Figs.3 and 4 are in good agreement for
small size-parameters (kR < 1) and remain close even
for larger kR. In practice, the electric mode limit re-
sponses are most readily attainable with materials pos-
sessing plasmonic responses, like gold and silver, while
for magnetic modes, high-index, low-loss materials like
silicon, εSi ∼ 14 are required.

FIG. 3: Values of permittivity required to reach the
dipole UL in the electric (a) and magnetic (b) modes
as a function of kR. Exact predictions (black lines) and
approximate predictions (dashed (blue) lines).

FIG. 4: Real (a,c) and imaginary (b,d) parts of the di-
electric permittivity satisfying IA in the electric (a,b)
and magnetic (c,d) dipole modes. Exact predictions (full
black lines) and approximate predictions (dashed (blue)
lines).

B. Near and far field spectra

We saw above that the use of Eqs.(2), (4), and (6)
allows rapid determination of the optimal far field re-
sponses of small particles, but the resonant response is
also of interest due to the near-field enhancements it in-
duces. It has recently been pointed out, however, that
there is a red shift of the optimal near field enhancements
with respect to the cross section maxima[ 30–32 ].

We derived approximate and exact formulas in
Eqs.(10) and (C1) respectively in order to quantify these
near-field spectral shifts for both electric and magnetic
field enhancements. Our approximate expression for

the electric field enhancement factor
〈
I
(e)
enh

〉
, given in

Eq.(10a), is quite similar to a formula derived by Yuffa et
al.,[ 32], but those authors used somewhat different defi-
nitions of field enhancements (apparently due to the fact
that they looked at scattered fields rather than the total
fields considered here).

Angle-averaged local electric and magnetic field inten-

sity enhancement factors,
〈
I
(e)
enh

〉
, and

〈
I
(h)
enh

〉
, are func-

tions of the normalized distance to the particle center,
η ≡ kr, and can be defined as〈

I
(e)
enh

〉
≡
∫
dΩ ‖Etot(ηr̂)‖2

4π ‖Eexc (0)‖2
(10a)

' 1 +

∞∑
n=1

g(1)n (η) |bn|2 + g(2)n (η) |an|2 ,

〈
I
(h)
enh

〉
≡
∫
dΩ ‖Htot (ηr̂)‖2

4π ‖Hexc (0)‖2
(10b)

' 1 +

∞∑
n=1

g(1)n (η) |an|2 + g(2)n (η) |bn|2 ,

where Etot and Htot are, respectively, the total electric
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and magnetic fields outside the particle. The functions

g
(1)
n (η) and g

(2)
n (η) of Eq.(10) are given by

g(1)n (η) ≡ 2n+ 1

2

∣∣∣h(+)
n (η)

∣∣∣2 ,

g(2)n (η) ≡ 1

2

[
(n+ 1)

∣∣∣h(+)
n−1(η)

∣∣∣2 + n
∣∣∣h(+)
n+1(η)

∣∣∣2] .
(11)

The approximation used in deriving Eqs.(10) is accu-
rate only as long as the respective electric and magnetic
excitation fields, can be approximated by their values
at the center of the particle, Eexc (0) and Hexc (0). Al-
though this is generally quite accurate at small kr values,
its validity can be tested with the exact expressions for
near field enhancements given in appendix C.

The electric field enhancement formulas in Eq.(10) ex-
plain why the maximum of the near field enhancements
are generally red-shifted with respect to their cross sec-
tion maxima. The spherical Hankel functions are rapidly
diverging functions in the kr → 0 limit (due to the exis-
tence of evanescent waves near the current sources[ 30]),
which shifts the near-field maximum to smaller values of
k compared to the values of k which maximize the am-
plitude of a Mie coefficient.

FIG. 5: Cross section efficiencies (a,c) and field enhance-
ments at the particle surface (b,d) for R = 40-nm spheres
satisfying the dipole UL in the electric (a,b) and magnetic
(c,d) modes at kR = 0.5. Maximal dipole contributions

to Q and
〈
I
(e,h)
enh

〉
are plotted as solid black lines.

In Figs.5(a) and 5(c) and we plot the scattering efficien-
cies, Qscat = σscat/σgeom (σgeom = πR2 is the geometrical
cross section) of R = 40-nm radius spheres whose permit-
tivities are chosen so that electric (magnetic) dipole ULs

are respectively reached when kR = 0.5 (ε
(e)
UL = −2.65,

ε
(h)
UL = 37.9). Total efficiencies are plotted by dashed blue

lines while dipole electric and magnetic contributions are
plotted by dotted red lines. UL dipole efficiencies are
plotted as solid black lines as a reference. Angle-averaged

field enhancements,
〈
I
(e,h)
enh

〉
for both electric and mag-

netic fields at the particle surface are plotted in Figs.5

(b) and 5(d). Maximal dipole contributions to Q and〈
I
(e,h)
enh

〉
for electric and magnetic modes, respectively,

are plotted as solid black lines in Figs.5. Their strongly
decreasing behaviors as a function of an increasing size-
parameter explains why we focused attention on small
particles (with respect to λ).

We remark that the cross sections in Fig.5(a), being
weighted by the wavelength squared as seen in Eq.(6),
have their maximal cross sections red-shifted with respect
to the UL frequency. The maximum field enhancements〈
I
(e,h)
enh

〉
, are however even more red shifted than the cross

sections according to the arguments presented following
Eq.(11). Both red-shifts are far less pronounced for nar-
rower resonances like those of the magnetic dipole UL
and IA in Figs.5 (c) 5(d), 6(c) and 6(d).

As in the UL case, the spectral behavior of IA spheres
can be studied by plotting the evolution of the absorp-
tion efficiency, Qabs = σabs/σgeom as shown in Fig.6(a)
and .6(c), for the dipole electric [Fig.6(a)] and dipole
magnetic [Fig.6(b)] modes of R = 40-nm spheres de-
signed to reach IA at a size-parameter of kR = 0.5 (

ε
(e)
IA = −2.62 + 0.35i, ε

(h)
IA = 37.9 + i0.85).

FIG. 6: (Colour online) The same plots as in Fig.5 except
that absorption efficiencies in dipole IA particles in (a)
and (c) are plotted at kR = 0.5. Dipole absorption limit
efficiencies are plotted by solid black lines.

IV. ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS FOR
OPTIMAL MAGNETIC LIGHT-PARTICLE

INTERACTIONS

The previous results have shown that the conditions
to reach IA and the UL in the magnetic dipole mode
are in fact very close to one another. From Fig.3(b) and
Fig.4(c), one finds that the permittivity required to reach
the UL at kR = 0.5 and the real part of the permittivity
necessary to reach IA at that same size are both ap-
proximately ε ≈ 38. We further illustrate this point by
comparing the exact values of εUL and Re{εIA} over a
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range of kR in Fig.7(a).

FIG. 7: Permittivities satisfying the magnetic dipole UL,

ε
(h)
UL, [solid (blue) line)] and satisfying magnetic IA, ε

(h)
IA

[dotted (red) line] as functions of kR: real parts (a) and
imaginary parts (b). Approximate algebraic expressions
of Eqs.(15) and (16) are plotted by the dashed black line.

An explanation of this property is found by examin-
ing the limits equations giving the UL and IA conditions
(see Appendix A for additional details). From inspection
of Eq.(A12), one sees that the condition for IA in the
magnetic dipole mode is

S
(h)
1 = 0 ⇐⇒ ϕ1(ksR) = ϕ

(−)
1 (kR) , (12)

where the ϕ functions are defined in Eq.(A13). In the

small particle limit, limx→0 h
(−)
n (x) = −iyn(x), and the

equation for IA becomes, for kR� 1,

For kR� 1 S
(h)
1 = 0 ⇐⇒ ϕ1(ksR) w ϕ

(2)
1 (kR) , (13)

which is identical to the magnetic dipole UL (see Eqs.
(7), (9), and (A12)),

(K
(h)
1 )−1 = 0 ⇐⇒ ϕ1(ksR) = ϕ

(2)
1 (kR) . (14)

If the previous equations are solved in the kR → 0
limit, the following simple expressions are found for the
IA and UL conditions:

εUL w Re(εIA) w
10

(kR)2
w
( π

kR

)2
, (15)

Im{εIA} w
49

2

(
1−

√
5

6

)
kR− 203

24
√

30
(kR)3 . (16)

This approximate expression is compared with exact cal-
culations in Fig.7(b).

V. TRANSITION FROM THE UNITARY LIMIT
TO IDEAL ABSORPTION

One sees in Fig.7 that a magnetic dipole UL response
can transform into an IA response with the appropriate
amount of added absorption. This is illustrated in Fig.8,

which plots the values of the complex S
(h)
1 coefficient as

the permittivity ranges from the UL permittivity, ε
(h)
UL,

to and beyond the IA permittivity, ε
(h)
IA , according to

the following function for spheres with kR = 0.4 and
kR = 0.8:

ε = ε
(h)
UL + j

(ε
(h)
UL − ε

(h)
IA )

3

kR = 0.4 kR = 0.8

ε
(h)
UL = 59.94 ε

(h)
UL = 14.3

ε
(h)
IA = 59.93 + i0.72 ε

(h)
IA = 14.2 + i1.1

(17)

where j is an integer between 0 and 6 in each case. The

UL value of S
(h)
1 = −1 corresponds to j = 0, while the

S
(h)
1 = 0 IA limit occurs at j = 3.

(a) kR=0.4 (b) kR=0.8

FIG. 8: Values of S
(h)
1 for permittivities calculated from

Eq.(17) for kR = 0.4 and kR = 0.8; the color bar indi-
cates the value of j at each point.

The permittivities, scattering efficiencies, and field en-
hancements at the surface of the particles for the values
of Eq.(17) and Fig.8 are listed in Tables I and II. A com-
parison of Tables I and II shows that although the larger
kR = 0.8 spheres require considerably smaller permit-
tivities, this comes at the expense of much weaker field
enhancements.

j ε Q
(h)
1,ext Q

(h)
1,scat Q

(h)
1,abs

〈
I
(h)
enh

〉 〈
I
(e)
enh

〉
0 59.94 37.5 37.5 0 1168 71

1 59.94 + 0.24i 28.1 21.1 7 657 42

2 59.94 + 0.48i 22.5 13.5 9 421 28

3 59.94 + 0.72i 18.8 9.4 9.4 293 20

4 59.94 + 0.96i 16.1 6.9 9.2 215 16

5 59.94 + 1.2i 14.1 5.3 8.8 165 13

6 59.94 + 1.44i 12.5 4.2 8.3 131 11

TABLE I: Cross section and magnetic and electric field
enhancement factors for kR = 0.4-sized particles.
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j ε Q
(h)
1,ext Q

(h)
1,scat Q

(h)
1,abs

〈
I
(h)
enh

〉 〈
I
(e)
enh

〉
0 14.3 9.4 9.4 0 25 10

1 14.2 + 0.37i 7 5.3 1.8 14.9 7.7

2 14.2 + 0.73i 5.6 3.4 2.3 10.2 6.4

3 14.2 + 1.1i 4.7 2.3 2.4 7.6 5.7

4 14.2 + 1.5i 4 1.7 2.3 6.1 5.3

5 14.1 + 1.8i 3.5 1.3 2.2 5.1 5

6 14.1 + 2.2i 3.2 1.1 2.1 4.4 4.8

TABLE II: Cross section and magnetic- and electric- field
enhancement factors for kR = 0.8-sized particles.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have derived accurate approximate
expressions of the particle polarizability, and used these
to study UL and IA limits of the dipolar modes of small
particles. We also derived formulas that allow a qual-
itative and quantitative analysis of the displacement of
the near field-maxima with respect to far-field maxima.
We have applied this approach to both metallic and di-
electric nanoparticles and placed emphasis on magnetic
dipolar resonances in high index dielectric particles. In
the latter case, we derived closed expressions for the UL
and IA in the small particle limit.

Although this work focused on the study of particles
that are small with respect to λ on account of their abil-
ity to produce large field enhancements, the full formulas
given in the appendixes are valid for spheres of arbitrary
size and should prove useful in analyzing finite size cor-
rections of larger resonant particles (as illustrated by the
detailed analysis of the kR = 0.8 simulations in Sec. V).
This study should help in the design of highly efficient
photonic resonators, which are of crucial importance to
strengthen the light matter interaction at subwavelength
scales.
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APPENDIX A: MULTIPOLE SCATTERING
THEORY

Notations in the literature vary considerably, and we
begin this section by reviewing our notation for vec-
tor partial-wave (VPW) expansions. Let us consider an
arbitrary-shaped scatterer characterized by permittivity
εs and permeability µs placed in a background medium
of permittivity εb, and permeability µb.

The Foldy-Lax excitation field of a particle can be de-
veloped on the basis of regular (source-free) VPWs of the

first type, traditionally denoted M
(1)
n,m (magnetic modes)

and N
(1)
n,m (electric modes), ( n and m are, respectively,

the total and projected angular momentum of the VPW
i.e.,

Eexc(r) =
∑
n,m

{
M(1)

n,m(kr)e(h)n,m + N(1)
n,m(kr)e(e)n,m

}
≡ [M(1)(kr),N(1)(kr)]

(
e(h)

e(e)

)
, (A1)

where the (e) and (h) superscripts indicate electric- and
magnetic-type VPWs, respectively. In the second line of
Eq.(A1), we have suppressed the summations by adopt-
ing a more compact matrix notation where expansion co-
efficients of the excitation field are placed in an infinite-
column matrix and the corresponding VPW functions,

M
(1)
n,m(kr), and N

(1)
n,m(kr), as elements of an infinite-row

“matrix”.[ 33]
The field scattered by the particle must satisfy outgo-

ing boundary conditions which can be obtained by super-
positions of the VPWs with VPWs including a second

type of partial wave, M
(2)
n,m and N

(2)
n,m, which are ob-

tained by replacing the spherical Bessel functions, jn(x),
in VPWs of the first type with spherical Neumann func-
tions, yn(x). It proves useful in the following to describe
waves satisfying incoming boundary conditions. Incom-
ing (−) and outgoing (+) VPWs can be expressed as

M(±)
n,m(kr) ≡ 1

2

(
M(1)

n,m(kr)± iM(2)
n,m(kr)

)
, (A2)

and likewise for N
(±)
n,m. The scattered field can then be

developed in in terms of VPWs with outgoing boundary
conditions again using the matrix notation,

Escat(r) = [M(+)
n,m(kr),N(+)

n,m(kr)]

(
f
(h)
n,m

f
(e)
n,m

)
. (A3)

In the multipole formulation, the T -matrix, by defini-
tion, expresses the linear relationship between the coef-
ficients of the excitation field, Eexc and the multipolar
coefficients of the scattered field:(

f (h)

f (e)

)
≡ T

(
e(h)

e(e)

)
. (A4)

It is important to keep in mind in what follows that the
fields Eexc and Escat are abstractions, and the only field
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which is physically present is the total field, Etot = Eexc+
Escat.

The S-matrix approach adopts an alternative de-
composition of the total fields in terms of Ein and
Eout, which, respectively, satisfy incoming and outgoing
boundary conditions, i.e. Etot = Ein + Eout with

Ein(r) = [M(−)
n,m(kr),N(−)

n,m(kr)]

(
a
(h,−)
n,m

a
(e,−)
n,m

)
,

Eout(r) = [M(+)
n,m(kr),N(+)

n,m(kr)]

(
a
(h,+)
n,m

a
(e,+)
n,m

)
.

(A5)

The matrix S then relates the incoming field coeffi-

cients, a
(h,−)
n,m , to the outgoing field coefficients, a

(h,−)
n,m :(

a
(h,+)
n,m

a
(e,+)
n,m

)
≡ S

(
a
(h,−)
n,m

a
(e,−)
n,m

)
. (A6)

The relationship between the S and the T matrices can
be obtained algebraically by invoking the definitions, of
Eq.(A2) and the fact that both matrices describe the
same total electric field Etot to find

S = I + 2T , (A7)

where I is the identity matrix. Flux conservation for a
lossless scatterer requires the unitarity of the S-matrix,
which leads directly to the energy conservation condition
of the T matrix,

T + T † = −2T †T , (A8)

a relation that has also been called the Ward identity or
erroneously the “optical theorem”.

Finally, the reaction matrix, K, relates the total field
outside the scatterer as a superposition of regular fields,
Ereg, developed in terms of VPWs of the first type, and
singular fields, Esing, developed in terms of the second,
i.e., Neumann type:

Ereg(r) = [M(1)
n,m(kr),N(1)

n,m(kr)]

(
r
(h)
n,m

r
(e)
n,m

)
,

Esing(r) = [M(2)
n,m(kr),N(2)

n,m(kr)]

(
d
(h)
n,m

d
(e)
n,m

)
.

(A9)

The K-matrix relates the coefficients of these two field
descriptions: (

d
(h)
n,m

d
(e)
n,m

)
≡ K

(
r
(h)
n,m

r
(e)
n,m

)
. (A10)

For the K-matrix, the lossless condition is that K is Her-
mitian, K = K†. The relations between the K and the

S and T matrices can again be obtained from the defi-
nitions of Eqs.(A4), (A6), and (A10) and by taking into
account the different VPW types. After some algebraic
manipulations, one obtains the relations

K = i(S − I)(I + S)−1 ⇔ S = (I − iK)(I + iK)−1 .
(A11)

The relations between the K and the S matrices in
Eq.(A11) are known as a Cayley transformation, while
the relations between T and K matrices are given in
Eq.(1) of the main text. We remark that for spheri-
cally symmetric scatterers, these matrices are all diag-
onal and their elements have simple expressions in terms
of the scattering phase shifts of the partial waves, δn, as
discussed, for example by van de Hulst[ 8 chap.10] and
Newton[ 34]. These are Sn = e2iδn , Tn = i sin δne

iδn , and
Kn = − tan δn, and they automatically satisfy all the for-
mal relations among the S, T and K matrices discussed
in this work (and the energy conservation relations, pro-
vided that δn is real valued).

For spherical particles, one has analytic expressions for
all the S, T and K in the context of Mie theory, where
their elements are diagonal in the multipole basis, and
depend only on the total angular momentum number, n,

T (e)
n = − jn(kR)

h
(+)
n (kR)

εsϕn(kR)− ϕn(ksR)

εsϕ
(+)
n (kR)− ϕn(ksR)

,

S(e)
n = −h

(−)
n (kR)

h
(+)
n (kR)

εsϕ
(−)
n (kR)− ϕn(ksR)

εsϕ
(+)
n (kR)− ϕn(ksR)

,

K(e)
n = − jn(kR)

yn(kR)

εsϕn(kR)− ϕn(ksR)

εsϕ
(2)
n (kR)− ϕn(ksR)

,

(A12)

where εs ≡ εs
εb

. The formulas for magnetic mode re-

sponse functions, S
(h)
n , T

(h)
n , K

(h)
n are obtained simply

by replacing εs in the above formulas with the magnetic
permeability contrast µs = µs

µb
.

The functions, ϕn, ϕ
(2)
n , and ϕ

(±)
n , in Eqs.(A12) are

modified logarithmic derivatives of the Ricatti spherical
Bessel functions, and are defined as

ϕn(z) ≡ ϕ(1)
n (z) ≡ [zjn(z)]′

jn(z)

ϕ(2)
n (z) ≡ [zyn(z)]′

yn(z)
, ϕ(±)

n (z) ≡ [zh
(±)
n (z)]′

h
(±)
n (z)

,

(A13)

with jn and yn respectively denoting nth order spherical

Bessel and Neumann functions, and h
(±)
n = jn ± iyn the

incoming (−) and outgoing (+) spherical Hankel func-
tions.
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APPENDIX B: EXPANSIONS FOR ARBITRARY MULTIPOLE ORDER

We give below the development up to sixth order in kR of the inverse reaction matrix for µs = 1. In most of the
predictions and simulations in this work, fourth order expansion in kR suffice, but the sixth order sometimes proved
useful to test convergence or to achieve additional accuracy.

[K(e)
n ]−1 ' − (2n− 1)!!(2n+ 1)!!

(n+ 1)(εs − 1)x2n+1

(
(nεs + n+ 1) +

(2n+ 1)((n− 2)εs + n+ 1)

(2n− 1)(2n+ 3)
x2 + x4C

(e)
4 + x6C

(e)
6

)
, (B1a)

[K(h)
n ]−1 ' − (2n+ 1) (2n+ 3) (2n− 1)!! (2n+ 1)!!

(εs − 1)x2n+3

(
1 +

(2n− 2εs + 3)

(2n+ 1)(2n+ 5)
x2 + x4C

(h)
4 + x6C

(h)
6

)
, (B1b)

where the fourth and sixth order coefficients, respectively C4 and C6, are given by

C
(e)
4 = (2n+ 1)

(n+ 3)(n+ 1)2 + (n− 4)(n+ 3)(n+ 1)εs − (2n− 3)ε2s
(n+ 1)(2n− 3)(2n+ 3)2(2n+ 5)

, (B2a)

C
(h)
4 =

(n+ 4)(2n+ 3)2 − 4(n+ 4)(2n+ 3)εs − (2n− 1)ε2s
(2n− 1)(2n+ 3)(2n+ 5)2(2n+ 7)

, (B2b)

C
(e)
6 = (2n+ 1)

(n+ 1)
(
2n2 + 15n+ 30

)
[(n+ 1) + (n− 6)εs]− 3(2n− 5)ε2s [(2n+ 9) + 2εs]

3(n+ 1)(2n− 5)(2n+ 3)3(2n+ 5)(2n+ 7)
, (B2c)

C
(h)
6 =

(2n+ 3)
(
2n2 + 19n+ 47

)
[(2n+ 3)− 6εs]− 3(2n− 3)ε2 [(2n+ 11) + 2ε]

3(2n− 3)(2n+ 3)(2n+ 5)3(2n+ 7)(2n+ 9)
, (B2d)

and the double factorial operator !! is defined such that:

n!! =

m∏
k=0

(n− 2k) = n(n− 2)(n− 4) . . . , (B3)

where m = Int [(n+ 1)/2] − 1 with 0!! = 1; or in terms of ordinary factorials via the relations (2n − 1)!! = (2n)!
2nn! and

(2n)!! = 2nn! for n = 0, 1, 2, . . ..

APPENDIX C: EXACT FORMULAS FOR NEAR-FIELD ENHANCEMENTS

Formally exact expressions for the field enhancement factors, Eq.(10) can be written:〈
I
(e)
enh

〉
=

∞∑
n=1

{
g̃(1,e)n (η)

∣∣∣T (h)
n

∣∣∣2 + g̃(2,e)n (η)
∣∣∣T (e)
n

∣∣∣2} ,

〈
I
(h)
enh

〉
=

∞∑
n=1

{
g̃(1,h)n (kr)

∣∣∣T (e)
n

∣∣∣2 + g̃(2,h)n (kr)
∣∣∣T (h)
n

∣∣∣2} .

(C1)

We remark that Eq.(C1) is valid numerically only if the infinite multipole summation is cutoff to a value nmax > kr
with r being the distance from the center of the particle. This differs from the approximate formula of Eq.(10) where
the multipole summation can be stopped at the usual Mie cutoff condition of nmax > kR.

The enhancement functions of Eq.(C1) are written

g̃(1,e)n (η) =
2n+ 1

2

∣∣∣∣jn(η)

T
(h)
n

+ h(+)
n (η)

∣∣∣∣2 ,

g̃(2,e)n (η) =
n+ 1

2

∣∣∣∣jn−1(η)

T
(e)
n

+ h
(+)
n−1(η)

∣∣∣∣2 +
n

2

∣∣∣∣jn+1(η)

T
(e)
n

+ h
(+)
n+1(η)

∣∣∣∣2 ,

g̃(1,h)n (η) =
2n+ 1

2

∣∣∣∣jn(η)

T
(e)
n

+ h(+)
n (η)

∣∣∣∣2 ,

g̃(2,h)n (η) =
n+ 1

2

∣∣∣∣jn−1(η)

T
(h)
n

+ h
(+)
n−1(η)

∣∣∣∣2 +
n

2

∣∣∣∣jn+1(η)

T
(h)
n

+ h
(+)
n+1(η)

∣∣∣∣2 ,

(C2)
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